
Center LCL
Luxembourg City, LU

MISI
Shah Alam, Malaysia

MIT CTL
Cambridge MA USA

NISCI
Ningbo, China

ZLC
Zaragoza, Spain

Degree Awarded
Master in Logistics and Supply 

Chain Management
Master of Science in Supply 

Chain Management
Master of Applied Science OR

Master of Engineering 
in Supply Chain Management

Master of Business 
Administration

Master of Science in 
International Business (Supply 

Chain Management)

Master of Engineering in 
Supply Chain Management

Degree 
Conferred/Awarded 

by

University of Luxembourg Malaysia Institute for Supply 
Chain Innovation

Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology

Ningbo University University of Nottingham (UK), 
Ningbo China

University of Zaragoza

Certificate
All SCALE Network master’s graduates also receive:

Global Logistics and Supply Chain Management Certificate
awarded by the MIT Global SCALE Network

Supply Chain Management Master’s Credentials
A Guide for SCALE Alumni

Alumni of the SCALE Network’s master’s programs are responsible for correctly listing/referring to their credentials 
on CVs, public profiles (LinkedIN, etc), and other materials. 

As a matter of academic, professional, and personal integrity, alumni must accurately represent the details of their 
degree/diploma, as well as the name and origin of the SCALE certificate. Remember that:

• The SCALE Network does not award degrees or diplomas
• SCALE certificates are awarded by the SCALE Network (not by MIT)

The specific degrees awarded vary by Center; see your diploma, or the table below, for the correct degree details for your program.

The information in this document applies to alumni of the SCALE master’s programs and master’s program credentials. See important note below on the GCLOG credential



How to Represent Your SCALE Master’s Program Credentials

… state or imply that your master’s degree is from MIT if you 
graduated from from ZLC, LCL, NISCI, or MISI

… try to list the SCALE Certificate under “Education” on your LinkedIN
profile, or combine your degree + certificate as a single entry under 
Education. The Education options only include degrees

… call the SCALE certificate a “Graduate Certificate”

… state or imply that MIT issued the certificate

Do Not:

Do:
… correctly identify the university or center that awarded your
degree

… refer to the SCALE certificate correctly (alumni of the master’s 
programs receive a Global Logistics and Supply Chain 
Management Certificate from the SCALE Network)

… add the SCALE Certificate to your LinkedIN profile under 
"Accomplishments”

… correctly identify the issuer of the SCALE Certificate as the 
MIT SCALE Network (or MIT SCALE Global Network)

✓

✓

✘

✘

✘

✘

✓

✓

✓

✓

✘

✘

✘
✘



Supply Chain Management Master’s Credentials
A Guide for SCALE Alumni

Note
You may see (legitimate) references on LinkedIn or 
elsewhere to a SCALE “Graduate Certificate” – here’s why:

In addition to its master’s programs, the SCALE Network 
offers the low-residency GCLOG program in partnership
with the SCALE Center for Latin-American Logistics 
Innovation (CLI). Students who successfully complete this 
non-degree program are awarded a Graduate Certificate 
in Logistics and Supply Chain Management (GCLOG).

Note the slight but important differences in the names of these certificates, 
shown at right. Be sure to identify your certificate correctly.

See additional info on master’s degree credentials, as well as 
alumni benefits by center, on the SCALE website.

https://scale.mit.edu/academic-programs/gclog

